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American Solid
Each of these solid
wood sink bases is hand
made with old world
craftsmanship. These
cabinets feature the
texture, beauty and
distressing of hand planed
wood in cherry, walnut,
alder and oak.

Country French

Venetian

Pierre

Dovetailed joinery
and hand made steel
and pewter hardware
provide the perfect
finishing touch for
a truly authentic piece.
Country Italian

Wesley

Newport

Gabor

Double Tuscany

Lucille

Handcrafted in England,
this flagship series
of veneered sink bases
ranges from traditional to
contemporary. Distinctive
elements include applied
moldings, inlaid banding
and the coupling of burl
and straight grain veneers.
These cabinets are
available in mahogany,
walnut and yew with
additional woods used
for contrast.

English Veneer

Double Fincher

Brighton

Demilune

Hand Painted

Novella

Gold Abilene

Caffisi

Hand painted by Tuscan
and local artisans, these
sink bases evoke the
character and finishes
of 200 year old cabinets.
Combined with gesso,
gilding, and distressing,
layers of pigment are
applied and selectively
removed. Each piece is
a unique and beautiful
focal point for any bath
or powder room.

Blue Novella

Giovanni

Sophia

This American made
collection of sink bases
includes timeless styles
with clean, classic design.
They are offered in an
array of colors, all finished
with a hand applied glaze.
Raised Panel

Custom colors with a glaze
are available to order for
a minimum charge.

Sonoma

Double Beadboard

Cottage Collection

Bristol

Bamboo

Miranda

About Us

Bathroom Suite

J. Tribble is proud to offer four
original collections of hand
crafted sink bases, produced
to the highest standards in the
United States, England and
Italy. They include American
Solid, English Veneer, Hand
Painted and the Cottage
Collection.

J. Tribble designs linen
cabinets, make-up vanities
and mirror frames to
complement any of our sink
bases. Features such as
adjustable shelves, clothing
hampers, pullout ironing
boards and overflow
closet organization will
maximize the storage
and functionality in your
bathroom.

This brochure includes
examples from our extensive
sink base collection. To see
the entire range we encourage
you to visit www.jtribble.com.
J. Tribble offers standard sizes
but our in-house designers
can work with you to
customize any sink base.

Bristol Linen Cabinet

The linen cabinet shown
to the left is the perfect
complement to the Bristol
sink base but can be done
in any style with any finish
and hardware.

For the Home

Shown, at right, is an example
of different sizes and layouts
of our beautifully hand crafted
Country French style.
By repeating style elements,
J.Tribble can create a complementing mirror, make-up
vanity, medicine or linen
cabinet. These variations,
among others, can be applied
to any style or collection.

In addition to our sink
bases, J. Tribble creates
complete kitchens, wet
bars, and kitchen furniture
such as islands, hutches,
and buffets. These can be
fashioned after any style
in the sink base line or
completely customized.
J.Tribble also offers
additional items for
the home such as writing
desks, entertainment
centers, bookcases,
dining tables and fireplace
mantels.
Contact our Atlanta
showroom for information
on styles and custom
sizing.

< Country French Wet Bar

